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In this talk, we intend to discuss a few recent results on the
multidimensional zero-pressure gas dynamics system

ut + (u.∇)u = 0,

ρt +∇.(ρu) = 0
(1)

and the associated adhesion model

ut + (u.∇)u =
ε

2
∆u,

ρt +∇.(ρu) = 0.
(2)

I This analytical model was proposed to describe the large-scale
structure of the universe.

I Here u, ρ denote the velocity and the density of the particles
respectively.

Please refer to Gurbatov, Saichev, Shandarin, Large-scale structure of the universe. The Zeldovich approximation and the

adhesion model, Phys.-Usp. 55 (2012) 223-249, for more discussion on the systems mentioned above.
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Before proceeding further, a few quick remarks about a related
system.

I Related to the system under discussion, we have the ’sticky
particle dynamics’ model

ρt +∇.(ρu) = 0,

(ρu)t +∇.(ρu ⊗ u) = 0.
(3)

I In the regime of smooth solutions, this system is equivalent to
the system (1).

I The system (3) has been relatively well-studied.

References:
I Li, Zhang, Yang, The two-dimensional Riemann problem in gas dynamics, Pitman Monographs 98.

I Albeverio, Shelkovich, On the delta-shock front problem, Analytical approaches to multidimensional balance laws,
Vol.2.

I Bressan, Nguyen, Non-existence and non-uniqueness for multidimensional sticky particle systems, Kinetic Rel.
Models, 7 (2014), 205-218.
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Henceforth, we will mainly focus on the following two aspects of
solutions (1) and (2).

I Construction of explicit weak asymptotic solutions of (1) in
gradient form using the adhesion approximation.

I Construction of explicit global solutions for the radial inviscid
system with conditions on the mass.

The main challenge in the analysis of solutions of the system (1)
lies in the fact that one has to accomodate for δ-shock wave type
solutions and therefore deal with generalized Rankine-Hugoniot
conditions.

I This phenomenon can be attributed to the fact that (1) lacks
the property of strict hyperbolicity.
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Let us begin with this result on the equations satisfied by the
radial components of velocity and density, that is, when

u(x , t) =
x

r
q(r , t), ρ(x , t) = ρ(r , t), r = |x |

Theorem
The equations (1), for radial components, transform into the
following system:

qt + qqr = 0,

ρt + r−(n−1)(r (n−1)ρq)r = 0.

Using the transformation ρ(r , t) = r−(n−1)p(r , t), the second
equation above can be written as

pt + (pq)r = 0.
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Let us recall that

Definition
A family of smooth functions (uε, ρε)ε>0 is called a weak
asymptotic solution of the system (1) with initial conditions
u(x , 0) = u0(x), ρ(x , 0) = ρ0(x) provided the relations

uεt + (uε.∇)uε = oD′(Rn)(1),

ρεt +∇.(ρεuε) = oD′(Rn)(1),

uε(x , 0)− u0(x) = oD′(Rn)(1),

ρε(x , 0)− ρ0(x) = oD′(Rn)(1)

hold uniformly in t > 0.
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Explicit weak asymptotic solutions

We then have the following result on explicit weak asymptotic
solution of the system (1) using the adhesion approximation (2),
for gradient velocities.

Theorem
Assume u0(x) = ∇xφ0 where φ0 ∈W 1,∞(Rn) and ρ0 ∈ L∞(Rn).
Let φε0 = φ0 ∗ ηε, ∇xφ

ε
0 = ∇x(φ0 ∗ ηε) and ρ0 = ρ0 ∗ ηε, where ηε

is the usual Friedrichs mollifier in the space variable x ∈ Rn.
Further let

uε(x , t) =

∫
Rn(∇yφ

ε
0(y))e

−1
ε

[
|x−y|2

2t +φε
0 (y)

]
dy∫

Rn e
−1
ε

[
|x−y|2

2t +φε
0 (y)

]
dy

,

ρε(x , t) = ρε0(X ε(x , t, 0))Jε(x , t, 0),

(4)

where X ε(x , t, s) is the solution of dX ε(s)
ds = uε(X ε, s) with

X ε(s = t) = x and Jε(x , t, 0) is the Jacobian matrix of X ε(x , t, 0)
w.r.t. x . Then (uε, ρε) is a weak asymptotic solution to (1).
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An interesting consequence
When the initial velocity u0(x) = x

r q0(r), it can be written in
gradient form

u0(x) = ∇xφ0(x) = ∇x(

∫ |x|
0

q0(s) ds)

and hence the previous result applies.
Furthermore we can deduce the following asymptotic behaviour:

I With initial data satisfying
∫∞

0
q0(s) ds <∞ and∫

Rn ρ0(x) dx <∞, the velocity component goes to 0 as t
tends to ∞ uniformly on compact subsets of Rn and the mass∫
Rn ρ(x , t) dx is conserved.
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Explicit radial solutions for the inviscid system

We next move on to the construction of explicit global radial
solution of

ut + (u.∇)u = 0, ρt +∇.(ρu) = 0,

with initial conditions

u(x , 0) =
x

r
q0(r), ρ(x , 0) = ρ0(r) = r−(n−1)p0(r), r = |x |,

a condition on the mass∫
Rn

ρ(x , t) dx = pB(t)

and prescribed normal velocity at the origin

lim
x→0

x

r
u(x , t) = qB(t). (5)

I q0(r) and p0(r) are considered to be in BV and the functions
pB , qB are considered to be continuous.
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We recall that q and p = r (n−1)ρ satisfy the equations

qt + qqr = 0, pt + (pq)r = 0.

We supplement them with the initial conditions q0(r), p0(r) and a
boundary condition for q and an integral condition on p:

q(0, t) = qB(t), ωn−1

∫ ∞
0

p(r , t) dr = pB(t).

The boundary and integral conditions have to be understood in a
weak sense, that is, for q we have the condition

either q(0+, t) = qB(t)

or, q(0+, t) ≤ 0 and q2(0+, t) ≤ q+
B (t)2

and for p the condition is

if q(0+, t) > 0 then ωn−1

∫ ∞
0

p(r , t) dr = pB(t).
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We use the Hopf-Lax type formula for scalar conservation laws
posed in a quarter plane proved in

I K.T.Joseph, Burgers’ equation in the quarter plane, a formula for the weak limit, Comm. Pure Appl. Math.,

41(1988) 133-149

and further developed in

I K.T.Joseph and G.D.Veerappa Gowda, Explicit formula for the solution of convex conservation laws with boundary

condition, Duke Math Jl., 62 (1991) 401-416.

In this context, we would also like to mention about an alternate
formulation proved in

I P.G.Lefloch, Explicit formula for scalar nonlinear conservation laws with boundary condition, Math. Methods Appl.

Sci., 10(1988), no.3, 265-287.
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We introduce a class of paths in the quarter plane D.
For each fixed (r , r0, t), r > 0, r0 ≥ 0, t > 0, let C (r , r0, t)
denote the following class of paths β:

I Each path is connected from the point (r0, 0) to (r , t) and is
of the form z = β(s), where β is a piecewise linear function
of maximum three lines.

I Let β0 denote the straight line path connecting (r0, 0) and
(r , t) which does not touch the space boundary.
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I Let β0 denote the straight line path connecting (r0, 0) and
(r , t) which does not touch the space boundary.
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On C (r , r0, t), we define a functional

J(β) = −1

2

∫
{s:β(s)=0}

(qB(s)+)2 ds +
1

2

∫
{s:β(s)6=0}

(
dβ(s)

ds
)2 ds

(6)
Let

A(r , r0, t) = J(β0) =
(r − r0)2

2t
.

For any β ∈ C∗(r , r0, t) = C (r , r0, t)− β0 made up of three pieces,
namely lines joining (r0, 0) to (0, t1) in the interior, (0, t1) to
(0, t2) on the boundary and (0, t2) to (r , t) in the interior, it can
be easily seen from (6) that

J(β) = J(r , r0, t, t1, t2) = −
∫ t2

t1

(qB(s)+)2

2
ds +

r 2
0

2t1
+

r 2

2(t − t2)
.

For curves β ∈ C∗(r , r0, t) made up of two straight lines with one
piece lying on the boundary r = 0, a similar expression can be
written down.
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It can then be proved that there exists β∗ ∈ C∗(r , r0, t) and
corresponding t1(r , r0, t), t2(r , r0, t) so that

B(r , r0, t) = min{J(β) : β ∈ C∗(r , r0, t)}
= min{J(r , r0, t, t1, t2) : 0 ≤ t1 < t2 < t}
= J(r , r0, t, t1(r , r0, t), t2(r , r0, t)).

I The function B(r , r0, t) is Lipschitz continuous.

Let
m(r , r0, t) = min{J(β) : β ∈ C (r , r0, t)}

= min{A(r , r0, t),B(r , r0, t)}

and

Q(r , t) = min
r0≥0
{m(r , r0, t) +

∫ r

0

q0(s)ds}

I The functions m(r , r0, t) and Q(r , t) are Lipschitz continuous.

I The minimum in Q(r , t) is attained at some value of r0 ≥ 0,
which we denote by r0(r , t).
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With these notations, we have the following result.

Theorem
With r0(r , t),A(r , r0(r , t), t),B(r , r0(r , t), t), t1(r , t), t2(r , t) as
defined above, define

u(x , t) =
x

r

{
r−r0(r ,t)

t , if A(r , r0(r , t), t) < B(r , r0(r , t), t),
r

t−t1(x,t) , if A(r , r0(r , t), t) > B(r , r0(r , t), t),
(7)

and

P(r , t) =

{
−
∫∞
r0(r ,t)

p0(z)dz , if A(r , r0(r , t), t) < B(r , r0(r , t), t),

ωn−1pB(t2(x , t)), if A(r , r0(r , t), t) > B(r , r0(r , t), t).

(8)
and set

ρ(x , t) =
∂r (P(r , t))

r (n−1)
. (9)

Then the distribution (u(x , t), ρ(x , t)) given by (7)-(9) satisfies
(1). Further it satisfies the initial conditions, mass conditions and
normal velocity at the origin (5) in the weak sense as described
before.
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Generalized Rankine-Hugoniot conditions

I It was shown by Albeverio and Shelkovich that a generalized
δ−shock wave type solution of (1) of the form

u(x , t) = u+(x , t) H(S(x , t) > 0) + u−(x , t) H(S(x , t) < 0),

ρ(x , t) = ρ̄+(x , t) H(S(x , t) > 0) + ρ̄−(x , t) H(S(x , t) < 0)

+ ê(t) δS(x,t)=0,

where u+,u−,ρ̄+ and ρ̄− are smooth functions away from the
surface S(x , t) = 0, satisfies the generalized
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions

St + uδ.∇xS |Γt = 0,

δê

δt
+∇Γt (êuδ) = ([ρ̄u]− [ρ̄]uδ).∇xS |Γt ,

along the surface of discontinuity S(x , t) = 0, where
uδ = u++u−

2 and Γt = {x : S(x , t) = 0}.
I The explicit solutions that we obtain for the radial case satisfy

the generalized Rankine-Hugoniot conditions stated above.
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